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Recently, a generic bioprocess gray box modeling approach [1] used entropy measure to plan the 

feeding solution profile. Multiple industrial experiments showed that such modeling is useful in 

cultivations with limited substrate feeding. The feeding profile served as a scaled approximation of the 

cumulative biomass profile. The cumulative glucose volume served as uncertainty to find the gray box 

model parameters in the feedback control scenarios. The numeric convex approach passed an analysis 

of its sensitivity to different initial computational conditions. The validation showed that the numeric 

routines were independent of the selected initial conditions. Such simplicity makes it useful for 

practical industrial applications. Maximization of entropy presented online estimation of biomass 

concentration in fed-batch cultures of four types of recombinant E.coli strains and Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae cells [2]. Practical experience disclosed that entropy is a relevant measure for both limited 

substrate feeding and dosed substrate feeding biotechnological processes. Moreover, the approach 

showed neither numeric nor structural model dependence on the strain type. Research progress 

revealed that entropy measure by the use of fundamental knowledge could make the general model 

(Luedeking-Piret) more common for technological use when estimating target protein, compared to a 

sophisticated artificial neural network (ANN) [3]. In fact, it replaces the ANN approach without 

compromising estimation accuracy. 
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